
2021-03-08: Anuket Assured Meeting notes

Date

08 Mar 2021 

Attendees

Marc PriceLincoln Lavoie    Jim BakerTom Kivlin Cedric Ollivier Olivier Smith

Agenda & Minutes

Trevor Lovett has stepped down as co-chair due to other duties, although he will still be involved in ONAP, and provide a liaison with this group.
Marc Price will continue as lead for the group for the current period.
Marc and Lincoln have proposed merging this bi-weekly meeting (OVP2) with the CVC meeting (OVP) so we have weekly meetings across the 
two initiatives, despite different focus leads
We are recommending to rebrand the initiative as Anuket Assurance (with badging of Anuket Assured cloud native infrastructure and workload). 
Lincoln will present this to the TAC this week.  We also discussed proposing this to the ONAP TSC
As a reboot of the group, we discussed the charter and received early validation from Tom and Cedric that our goals are consistent with 
operators' desires - whereby we will continue towards separate badging of cloud native infrastructure and workload, across requirements 
proposed and maintained by Anuket, CNCF (telco workgroup), and ONAP - where we will provide an automated mechanism to submit a test, 
receive a badge (for each of these distinct categories) and maintains results.
Workstream participants from previous activities are provided below for completeness. We will reengage as we refine delivery schedules for these 
testing and badging activities in H1 2021.

Work Stream Participants

WS01: Governance/Structure/Mktg, Badging Process and Framework[Primary Owner: LFN CVC]    Lincoln Lavoie Heather Kirksey
WS02: Cross-project Requirements Alignment   (Primary Owner: CNTT - RA2)       Olivier Smith Bill Mulligan Fernando Oliveira
WS03: A1/B2 - NFVI/CNF Compliance - Anuket (was CNTT) (Primary Owner: CNTT - RC2) -   Tom Kivlin Cedric Ollivier
WS04: B1 - CNF Compliance - Cloud Native (Primary Owner: CNF Conformance) -Bill Mulligan
WS05: B3 - CNF Compliance - ONAP (    Primary Owner: ONAP - CNF Taskforce) Trevor Lovett    Ranny Haiby Kanagaraj Manickam Fernando 

  Oliveira Catherine Lefevre
WS06 B4/C - Performance : (Primary Owner: CNTT RA1/2) Trevor Cooper

Wiki Structure

To be reviewed/updated by Olivier.

Coordination with TIP Lab

To be revisited
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